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‘Plants at the Margin’ – a botanical view of climate change.

The Field Club’s first indoor meeting of the winter season was well attended with some thirty members and 
guests gathered in Kirkwall’s St Magnus Centre on Friday, 17th September 2010 to hear Professor Robert 
Crawford reflect on climate change and how plants survive, essentially giving a very positive message about 
adaptability. In a talk illustrated with a number of superb slides, Prof Crawford challenged a number of 
popular assumptions.

Although his focus would be plant life, he introduced his topic with an encouraging view of the adaptability 
of an animal species, the polar bear. ‘Only’ 100,000 years ago – relatively recently in evolutionary terms – 
did the polar bear become entirely carnivorous, and it can still hybridise with the brown bear. Around the 
Arctic Ocean they were doing well.

Plants at the Margin is the title too of his book on this topic, recently published by the Cambridge University 
Press, and Prof Crawford explained the value of studying margins. They are relatively easy to define and 
monitor, and change constantly reflecting a balance of environmental pressures.

We began by seeing examples of the ‘tree line’ from across the world; on the face of it, what is happening to 
the tree line would reflect what is happening to global temperatures. However in the UK the line itself is not 
always easy to find! Intriguingly we saw evidence of two tree lines in Patagonia, a windy climate where 
evergreen trees enjoy little natural advantage and where deciduous trees reach higher (is there a lesson here 
for Orkney?). 

We understood that trees and tundra will advance and retreat, partly reflecting temperatures; but another 
climatic feature is increasing ‘oceanicity’ as winters become warmer and wetter. Rising water tables put trees 
under pressure, and wetland environments such as bogs advance: for example, in many Siberian areas the 
tree line is hundreds of miles south of where once it was - we were told that there have been no decent 
winters there since Stalin! Prof Crawford took us on a tour of Glen Affric from East to West: in the east the 
pine forest is in retreat, being replaced by oak (itself historically an indigenous species). The west end is 
treeless after 6,000 years of peat formation; we saw pine stands being swallowed by peat, as at Little Loch 
Broom, and bog growth on Harris, where ‘lazy beds’ have been abandoned. Near Ben Loyal the rushes are 
advancing.

If it could be managed, Prof Crawford would welcome the burning of the Berriedale heather to give local 
trees a opportunity to spread. Amongst these the aspen, reproducing vegetatively, is a relict from the last, 
little ice age – such trees can live 10,000 years without sexual reproduction!

5.5% of the earth’s land surface is in the Arctic, a land of contrasts – a range of diverse habitats where slight 
warming can represent a major change. The permafrost rises and falls, some of it left from a previous ice age 
– its layers are buried and plants grow above. As the weather warms, shrubs advance, but as the permafrost 
rises they retreat. In Orkney, margins are compressed: cold Arctic air is warmed by the ocean only in its 
lower layers, giving the highest temperature ‘lapse rate’ in the world.

Prof Crawford’s illustrative slides enabled us to witness the remarkable resilience and stability over time of 
apparently fragile areas – a tombola beach on Vatersay, the salt marsh in Tongue.



A fundamental, optimistic theme was the breadth of survival strategies within plants’ very nature. Species 
survival due to evolutionary adaptations was familiar enough to us – plant hairs which keep them dry, for 
example. Further, by prospering in certain environments, species can effectively migrate to survive: we saw 
a ‘temperature ellipse’ showing the temperatures at which European pines flourish – they can cope with 
warmer summer temperatures but not warmer winters.

But beyond this, plants have evolved to adapt! Through ‘polyploidy’ (having more than two sets of 
chromosomes) many plants easily produce variations which enable evolution itself to happen more quickly…
and then there is ‘polymorphism’: within a species (so that they can interbreed) there will be distinct 
‘ecotypes’, perhaps one coping well with drought while another survives a lack of oxygen in wet conditions. 
These subtly different genes will be passed down the generations so that there is always a variety which can 
sustain the species through the current environmental challenge. Finally there are often species pairs adapted 
to contrasting habitats, which can breed across species boundaries, hybridising to survive.

On this optimistic note the evening concluded, with a warm vote of thanks to Prof Crawford for a fine 
introduction to the Field Club’s winter season. 


